CANADA 2018 Questions
1. What are three oceans that border Canada?
2. What is the capital city of Canada ?
3. Name out three parts of Canadian Parliament.
4. What is the population of Canada?
5. What are the official languages of this country?
6. What are national symbols?
7. When did Canada get independence from Britain?
8. Who is the Queen of Canada?
9. Canada is the ………….. biggest country in the world.
10.What is the longest river?
11. In which city did the Winter Olympics in 2010 take place?
12. What are the names of the Aboriginal people in Canada?
13.What is the length of the border between Canada and the United States?
14.What is Canadian favourite pancake topper?
15.What is the name of food composed of French fries, gravy and cheese
originated in Quebec in the 1950s?
16.What is bannock?
17.Which well-known and the richest teenager come from Canada?
18. How many time zones are there in Canada?
19.Where is the tallest building of Canada and what is it called?
20. What are the most popular winter and summer sports?
21. Which flower festival is held annually in May in the capital city?
22.How many provinces does Canada have?
23.What is the name of the only territory in Canada governed by Inuits?
24.Which city lies on the St. Lawrence River?
25. Which ocean does Canada not border?
26. Only one of Canada's provinces has straight lines (or "borders") all the
way around. Which one?
27. Which province or territory goes the highest North?
28.Canada's biggest province or territory has the smallest number of people
living there. What's it called?
29. What's the name of the line of mountains on part of the border between
British Columbia and Alberta?
30. The glacial feature in north-western Manitoba is......
31.What is Canada's highest mountain peak ?
32. What is Canada's most southerly point ?
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33. What is the largest island in Canada ?
34.What is the highest waterfall in Canada?
35. What per cent of Canada is covered by forest?
36.What is Canada's largest national park ?
37.What is the name of rocky region that spans most of eastern Canada?
38. What is the name of the formerly rich fishing grounds off the island of
Newfoundland, Canada?
39. Who were the first European settlers of Canada?
40. When were the first permanent European settlements established in?
41.When was the Oregon Treaty by Britain and the United States signed?
42.When was Canadian Confederation officially proclaimed?
43.How many provinces of British North America proclaimed Canadian
Confederation with?
44.When was the Maple Leaf Flag adopted?
45. Who is the head of state of Canada?
46.Who is the head of government of Canada?
47. How long can the members of the Senate serve for the Parliament?
48.Who is Julie Payette?
49. What is the origin of the name Canada?
50. When is Canada’s birthday ?
51.How many provinces does Canada consist of? Name three of them.
52. How many territories does it extend?
53.Who was Italian seafarer who explored and claimed Canada’s Atlantic
coast in the name of King Henry VII of England?
54.What country does Canada share the world’s longest undefended border?
55. How many times is Canada bigger than Poland?
56. Who is the Prime Minister of Canada?
57. Which animal is the symbol of Canada?
58.What are they famous for:
 Ellen Page,
 Ryan Gosling,
 Joni Mitchel,
 Shania Twain,
 Neil Young,
 Avril Lavigne,
 Sarah MacLachlan,
 Celine Dion,
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Justin Bieber,
Elizabeth Arden,
Jim Carrey,
Margaret Atwood,
Keanu Reeves,
Michael Buble,
Alice Munro,
Rachel Mc Adams,
Linda Evangelista,
Lucy Maud Montgomery,
David Cronenberg,
Leonard Cohen,
Nelly Furtado,
Anna Paquin,
Diana Krall,
Michael Ondaatje ,
Tom Thompson,
James Cameron,
Bryan Adams,
Paul Anka,
the Guess Who,
Rush,
Steppenwolf,
The Barenaked Ladies,
Alanis Morissette,
Bachman Turner Overdrive,
Neil Young
Chantal Kreviazuk,
K.D.Lang,
Maureen Forrester,
Raffi Cavoukian,
Bruce Cockburn,
Gordon Lightfoot,
Anne Murray,
David Foster,
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Robert Goulet,
Buffy Sainte-Marie
Mavis Gallant,
Stephen Leacock,
Pierre Berton,
Robertson Davies,
Douglas Copeland,
Alistair MacLeod,
Farley Mowat
Karen Kain,
Veronica Tennant ,
Lynn Seymour.

59.One of the themes of Canadian literature is garrison mentality. What does
it mean?
60. What is the meaning of the word multiculturalism? Explain in English.
61.What was the Group of Seven famous for in the field of art?
62.What artists belonged to the Group of Seven?
63.Which Canadian journalist coined the term “Beatelmania” ?
64.When is Canada Day celebrated?
65.What is inuksuk?
66.Which city is called “ Hollywood of the North” ?
67.When is Victoria Day celebrated?
68.What is “Tim Hortons” famous for?
69.How is Carnival in Quebec City celebrated?
70.What does the word “Inuit” mean?
71.Who is Sedna according to Inuits’ beliefs?
72.What is the purpose of a dark sky preserve in Canada?
73.Who are the Metis?
74.What are totem poles? What do they symbolise?
75.Where is the tallest totem pole in Canada?
76.Where is the most famous CN Tower in Canada?
77.Where is Black Creek Pioneer Village and what is it famous for?
78. Where is the bohemian heart of Canada?
79.Where is the Famous Five Monument and what does it commemorate?
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80.In which part of Canada was shot a Twilight saga (New Moon, Eclipse
and Breaking Dawn)?
81.Where the majority of L. M. Montgomery’s books ( including “Ann of
Green Gables”) are set?
82.Who was honoured by being the first female in Canada to be named a
fellow of the Royal Society of Arts in England and by being invested in
the Order of the British Empire?
83.Which character from Canadian books do the words of Mark Twain refer
to: “the dearest and most moving and delightful child since the immortal
Alice”?
84.Where in Canada was shot “Brokeback Mountains” movie?
85.What is the connection between the Titanic and Halifax N.S in Canada?
86.Where is located the most famous in Canada The Museum of Piggy
banks?
87.What words are engraved on A. Munro’s commemorative coin issued
after she got the Nobel Prize?
88.What Canadian artist is the main character of the film "Maudie" with
Sally Hawkins and Ethan Hawke?
89.What is the only Canadian province where English is not an official
language?
90.How was the early Polish immigration to Canada was once described?
91.What kind of problems did Canadian immigration authorities have with
the first Polish-Canadians?
92.What is the name of the medal, the highest honour for merit in the system
of orders in Canada, which is conferred in recognition of outstanding
lifetime achievement in all major fields of endeavour?
93.Who directed “The Sweet Hereafter” ?
94.Who was the first Polish man who came to Canada in 1687?
95.What is the nickname of Toronto’s Little Poland?
96.What does the Day of the Apology refer to in relation to Aboriginal
communities in Canada?
97.What is Casimir Gzowski famous for?
98.Whai is „muktuk”?
99.What is „tourtiere”?
100.
What is “quidditch” and how it is connected with Canada?
101.
What is “Tire d’erable sur la neige”?
102.
Which three maple species are mostly used to produce maple
syrup?
103.
Which city in Canada is called “the polar bear capital of the
world”?
104.
What is the tradition of kissing the codfish connected with?
105.
In which city can you spend a night in a hotel which was a former
prison?
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106.
In which city can you swim with polar bears?
107.
When do Canadians celebrate Thanksgiving?
108.
What is the name of a monster similar to Loch Ness - Nessi?
109.
Who invented basketball?
110.
What is” loonie” and “toonie”?
111.
What is the anthem of Canada?
112.
What is the Canadian motto?
113.
Which part of Canda has a lower gravity than the rest of the
country?
114.
When did the USA try to invade Canada?
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